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of halogen behaves very much like proton transfer in H-bonded systems.
• Transfer
barrier to transfer rises rapidly as the H-bond or halogen bond is stretched.
• Energy
the same distance between subunits barriers rise in order I < Br < Cl.
• For
• Barrier is smallest for transfer between C units, higher for O and still higher for N.
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The transfer of the halogen atom X within (A..X..A)+ systems was calculated for A = NH3, OH2, and CH3, and
where X = Cl, Br, and I. These potentials are similar to those computed for equivalent proton transfers. Each
contains a single symmetric well for short R(A..A) distances. As R is stretched a second minimum appears,
separated from the ﬁrst by a transfer barrier E† which climbs quickly as R is elongated. The central X prefers
association with the N in asymmetric systems (H3NX..OH2)+, but a second (H3N..XOH2)+ minimum, albeit less
stable than the ﬁrst, can appear if R(N.. O) is stretched.

1. Introduction
One of the simplest and most prevalent elementary reactions in
chemistry involves the transfer of a proton from one molecular entity to
another. This process underlies all of acid-base chemistry, and is an
integral component of countless catalytic and enzymatic reactions. Its
importance has motivated an enormous body of research into its most
fundamental aspects [1–3]. The inﬂuence of the pK of the two competing groups on the transfer energetics is well understood, as is the
eﬀect of the geometry of the H-bond connecting them [4–9]. The relationship between transfer energetics and kinetics has become clearer,
as has the contribution made by quantum mechanical tunneling of the
light proton [10–12].
Recent years have witnessed the growing recognition of an analogue
to H-bonding, wherein the central proton is replaced by any of several
halogen atoms X [13,14]. Although at ﬁrst sight counterintuitive that a
highly electronegative halogen, with its partial negative atomic charge,
might act as a bridge to a nucleophile, this paradox is resolved by
consideration of the spatial distribution of electron density around this
atom. A polar ﬂattening and depletion of the density along the

⁎

extension of the R-X bond produces a region of positive potential, which
is commonly referred to as a σ-hole, which can in turn attract an
electrophile [15–17]. Study of the halogen bond (XB) has yielded a
great deal of insight [18–21] into the source of their intrinsic strength,
rivaling that of its H-bond cousin, and how it is aﬀected by the identity
of the halogen atom, its substituents, and its spectroscopic and geometric signature [22–26].
Just as the bridging proton of a HB can transfer between the two
participating units, one can in principle imagine the same sort of a
transfer of a halogen atom within a XB. And indeed, given the many
similarities between these two noncovalent bonds, it would be surprising if such a transfer were not possible. There is in fact ample
precedent for the idea of a transfer of a halogen ion or atom between
species. In 2001, Grinblat et al. [27] had reviewed prior ﬁndings and
pointed out similarities between proton and halogen transfer. They then
went on to provide comprehensive kinetic data on the transfer of a Br
atom between a pair of anions. After noting that the Br transfer is much
faster than that of a proton, they questioned the validity of invoking
nucleophilicity as a guiding principle in these processes. The transfer of
the larger I atom was later documented [28] by crystal and
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computational data, with some sensitivity observed for the nature of the
donor and acceptor groups.
There have been a series of computational studies of halogen
bonding [29–34] wherein the halogen atom in question went beyond
simply forming such a bond, but seemed to transfer, at least partially,
from one molecular entity to the other. One work [29] noted this
transfer is facilitated if the X is shared by atoms more electronegative
than C, and that Br seemed to transfer more quickly than does Cl. When
placed between a pair of N atoms [35], I favored a symmetric position,
equally shared between the donor and acceptor. Indeed, NMR and
calculations found such a symmetric position was favored for a number
of systems involving pyridine units [36], in clear contrast to the
asymmetric proton position in analogous H-bonded complexes, which
was conﬁrmed for X = I as well [37]. Indeed, this symmetric I position
seems quite general as varying substituents on the pyridine units [38]
does not change the situation. A later work conﬁrmed these ﬁndings
[39] but also presented evidence that F behaves in an opposite manner,
favoring an asymmetric position. The latter idea has been countered by
the ﬁnding [40,41] of symmetric ﬂuoronium ions. However, the situation may change when both the donor and acceptor groups lie on the
same molecule, as shown [42] by recent NMR and computational data
that indicate a preference for an asymmetric X position. Calculations
[43] have conﬁrmed the dominance of symmetric single-well XT potentials, at least for the idealized transfer between NH3 subunits, and
considered how the distance between donor and acceptor groups might
play into the situation.
There are a number of important and fundamental questions that
remain unanswered. At what point does a symmetric single-well halogen transfer (XT) potential transition to a double-well potential?
What is the energy barrier separating the two X positions, and how is
this barrier aﬀected by the length of the XB? Do the properties of the X
transfer depend upon the identity of the X atom, i.e. Cl vs Br vs I, and if
so, how? How is a symmetric X transfer between a pair of identical
subunits modiﬁed in an asymmetric system when these two units diﬀer
from one another? How do the various facets of the XT process diﬀer
from the better understood proton transfer?
The current work is designed to answer these questions in a detailed
and systematic fashion by application of quantum chemical methods.
Symmetric (A-X+-A) systems are ﬁrst constructed composed of identical A subunits. The R(A..A) distance is held to a series of constant XB
lengths so as to monitor when the XT potential transforms from single
to double well, and how quickly the barrier rises as this distance is
elongated. Asymmetry is introduced into the system by way of diﬀerent
A subunits, in order to determine its inﬂuence on the XT properties. All
of these properties are compared to the same quantities of the proton
transfer process by replacing X by H.

Fig. 1. Calculated energy barrier E† for proton and halogen transfer in symmetric system (H3NeXeNH3)+ (X = H, Cl, Br or I) in terms of intermolecular
distance R(N-N). Slopes of ﬁt to linear relationship are shown as blue numbers
(kcal/mol-Å) and the corresponding correlation coeﬃcients are in orange. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

the second-order Møller–Plesset (MP2) level. The aug-cc-pVDZ basis set
was employed for all atoms with the exception of I for which the aug-ccpVDZ-PP pseudopotential was used so as to incorporate relativistic effects. The reliability of such methods applied in similar systems is
supported by previous work [45–49]. Geometries were optimized with
certain restrictions applied as detailed below.
3. Results
The energy barriers separating the two equivalent minima in the
transfer potentials of the (H3NeXeNH3)+ systems are displayed in
Fig. 1. The intersection of each curve with the abscissa indicates the
transition from single to double well potential. So for example, the
transfer potential for (H3NeHeNH3)+ contains a single symmetric well
for R(N··N) < 2.5 Å, while this transition occurs for the much longer
5.2 Å for (H3NeIeNH3)+. In fact, this transition point corresponds to
the size of the central ion: H < Cl < Br < I. In each case, the barrier
grows quickly as the N atoms are further separated. This growth is
roughly linear with R(N··N), with correlation coeﬃcients (in orange in
Fig. 1) all exceeding 0.99. The slopes of the curves in Fig. 1 are displayed in blue, and are roughly 30 kcal/mol-Å for the halogen ions; the
larger slope of 46 kcal/mol-Å portrays a sharper rise for a central
proton. These curves are very nearly parallel to one another, with
slopes of roughly 30 kcal/mol-Å for the halogen transfer systems, but
with a somewhat faster growth for H.
Analogous data are presented in Fig. 2 for the corresponding interoxygen transfer in (H2O-X-OH2)+. These data ﬁt similar patterns as
in Fig. 1 in that there is a roughly linear growth of E† with R. There are
certain diﬀerences as well. In the ﬁrst place, the transition from single
to double well potential occurs at slightly shorter intermolecular distances for the oxygen systems. The barrier rises a bit more slowly for
(H2OeIeOH2)+ and (H2OeBreOH2)+ than for the inter-nitrogen
transfers, although there are no signiﬁcant diﬀerences noted for X = H
or Cl.
This pattern continues for the (H3CeHeCH3)+ system, as illustrated
by the resemblance of Fig. 3 to Figs. 1 and 2. The chief diﬀerence lies in
the slopes of the curves which are a bit more gradual in the C-systems,
for all central ions X+. The transition point where a double-well potential collapses into a single well occurs at a somewhat longer intermolecular distance for the intercarbon system. This transition occurs,
for example, at roughly 2.5 A for (H3NeHeNH3)+ and

2. Methods and systems
Both symmetric and asymmetric systems were selected to examine
the H or X transfer. Symmetric systems consisted of a pair of ﬁrst-row
atom hydride molecules sharing a H or X cation (HnA-X-AHn)+ (A = C,
N, or O, n = 2, or 3, and X = H, Cl, Br or I). When fully optimized, most
of these systems led to a fully symmetric geometry wherein the X ion
lies midway between the two A atoms. The intermolecular R(A..A)
distance was then stretched to a variety of lengths, and held ﬁxed while
the central X was allowed to move between them, optimizing all
parameters other than the chosen R, tracing out a transfer potential. As
described below, for stretches of R(A..A) beyond a certain critical
length, the transfer potential alters its shape from a central single well,
to a double-well potential, with an energy barrier E† separating these
two equivalent wells. As an example asymmetric system, with two
diﬀerent molecules competing for the central ion, (H3NeXeH2O)+ was
chosen. Whether of single or double-well shape, this potential will not
be symmetric regardless of the selected R(N··O) intermolecular distance.
Quantum calculations made use of the Gaussian-09 program [44] at
2
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Fig. 4. Energy barrier E† for proton and halogen transfer in triplet
(H3CeXeCH3)+ (X = H, Cl, Br or I). Slopes of ﬁt to linear relationship are
shown as blue numbers (kcal/mol-Å) and the corresponding correlation coefﬁcients are in orange. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Energy barrier E† for proton and halogen transfer in symmetric system
(H2OeXeOH2)+ (X = H, Cl, Br or I). Slopes of ﬁt to linear relationship are
shown as blue numbers (kcal/mol-Å) and the corresponding correlation coefﬁcients are in orange. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Proton transfer barrier E† in (HnAeHeAHn)+, all singlet states.
†

Fig. 3. Energy barrier E for proton and halogen transfer in symmetric singlet
system (H3CeXeCH3)+ (X = H, Cl, Br or I). Slopes of ﬁt to linear relationship
are shown as blue numbers (kcal/mol-Å) and the corresponding correlation
coeﬃcients are in orange. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(H2OeHeOH2)+, but at 3.0 Å for the C-analogue.
Whereas the NH3 and OH2 monomers each represent a closed-shell
molecule, the two CH3 entities each comprise an open-shell radical. So
it would be sensible to consider not only the closed-shell singlet
(H3CeHeCH3)+ but also a triplet state. In doing so, however, there are
substantial changes in geometry. For example, the central proton drifts
well oﬀ of the C…C axis, allowing the single electron on each CH3 unit
to unite into a covalent CeC bond. Ignoring this tendency, and forcing
the central proton to remain along the intermolecular C–C axis, leads to
transfer barriers depicted in Fig. 4. One again sees a rapid rise of barrier
with stretched R(C–C), but with reduced slopes relative to the corresponding singlet state situation. Finally, the proton transfer between a
pair of anionic CH3− units would involve no unpaired electrons, so a
singlet state would be suﬃcient. The barrier for this transfer is exhibited in Fig S1 where it rises quite linearly with R(C–C). The slope of
this increase is nearly identical to that seen in Fig. 3 for the corresponding (H3CeXeCH3)+ cation.

Fig. 6. Cl transfer barrier E† in [HnAeCleAHn]+, all singlet states.
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from the OH2 (right to left) is some 12 kcal/mol. The transfer potentials
for the other halogen atoms Br and I in Figs S4 and S5 look very much
like those in Fig. 7. The only real diﬀerence is the R(N O) at which the
second minimum occurs in the transfer potentials. As mentioned above,
this critical distance is 5.3 Å, which increases up to 5.6 Å for Br, and
6.0 Å for I.
The data presented above refer to “rigid” transfers wherein the
distance between the non-halogen atoms, viz. O, N, or C, are held ﬁxed
as the halogen atom moves between them. Of interest also is the situation when there is no such restriction, as would be the case for the
free ions, untethered to any macromolecular skeleton. The distance
between the two heavy atoms in the fully optimized ions are presented
in Table 1 where it may ﬁrst be noted that these distances become
longer in the order H < Cl < Br < I, i.e. consistent with radius of the
central unit. In terms of the dependence upon the identity of the atoms
sharing the halogen, this distance increases rather quickly in the cations
from O to N to C, wherein the (H3C..X..CH3)+ system is considered in
its triplet state. However, this distance is very much shorter if the
system is forced into its singlet state. (These distances must be considered in the light of the full geometry. Unlike the other systems
considered here, the fully optimized geometry of the singlet
(H3C..X..CH3)+ places the X well oﬀ of the central C..C axis.) The situation changes when the central cation is sandwiched between a pair
of closed-shell CH3− anions. As noted in the penultimate column of
Table 1, the H-bond distance is quite long at 3.558 Å, but the halogen
bonded complexes are a bit shorter than for the corresponding cationic
triplet. Turning to the asymmetric system in the last column, the R
(N..O) distances are comparable to the N..N distances in the symmetric
cations.
When placed in the context of the energy barriers in the ﬁgures, it
becomes clear that most of the systems considered here are characterized by a single-well H/X transfer potential. That is, a second minimum
appears in the potential only when the two units are pulled suﬃciently
apart from their optimized close intermolecular contact. One exception
is the H-bonded (H3N..H..NH3)+ which contains two minima separated
by a very small barrier. Systems with a larger barrier separating the two
wells are the X-bonded triplet (H3C..X..CH3)+ cations.

Fig. 7. Energy barriers for Cl transfer from N to O in asymmetric system (H3NCl-OH2)+.
Table 1
X-bond lengths (Å) in fully optimized geometries.

X=H
X = Cl
X = Br
X=I
a

O..X..O+

N..X..N+

C..X..C+
(triplet)

C..X..C+
(singlet)

C..X..C−
(singlet)

2.399
3.955
4.168
4.510

2.717a
4.070
4.286
4.631

3.063
4.850a
4.990a
5.238a

1.944
2.861
2.996
3.216

3.558
4.518
4.657
4.857

a

N..X..O+

2.707
4.184
4.309
4.613

Double-well potential.

One can glean some insight into the distinction between proton and
halogen transfer by comparison of Figs. 5 and 6, which respectively
illustrate the barriers for H+ and Cl+ transfer. Fig. 5 shows that for any
given intermolecular distance R, the proton transfer barriers rise steadily in the order: CHC < < NHN < OHO, i.e. a clear separation between the three curves. This pattern is altered in the case of Cl transfers.
The OClO curve remains to the left of NClN, but the CClC curve is
hardly distinguishable from NClN. In other words, while the intercarbon proton transfer is much lower than that between a pair of N
atoms, the same cannot be said for the Cl+ transfer where there is only
a slight diﬀerence, and that only at longer distances. Diagrams corresponding to Br and I transfer are presented in Figs S2 and S3 look much
like Fig. 6, indicating that Fig. 6 is representative of halogen transfers in
general.
The systems examined above are all fully symmetric with identical
groups serving as donor and acceptor. On the other hand, most systems
which participate in H or halogen bonds will lack this high level of
symmetry, so it is important to determine how the asymmetry introduced by the use of diﬀerent models for the donor and acceptor will
inﬂuence the transfer potential. This sort of asymmetry was modeled
here by placing NH3 and OH2 within the system, and allow them to
compete for the bridging proton or halogen within the (H3NeXeOH2)+
complex. As is evident in Fig. 7, the Cl+ transfer potential is likewise
highly asymmetric, and the most stable position of the Cl+ is covalently
attached to the NH3 subunit on the left side of the potential. This preference is true for any intermolecular R(N..O) distance. Indeed, it is
only for intermolecular distances exceeding 5.2 Å that there is even a
second minimum at all, corresponding to the transferred (H3N ClOH2)+
structure. This secondary minimum is quite a bit higher in energy than
(H3NCl OH2)+ by some 50 kcal/mol. As R increases beyond 5.3 Å, the
Cl-transfer barrier begins to rise. For R = 5.6 Å, for example, the barrier
that the Cl+ would have to surpass in order to transfer back to the NH3

4. Conclusions
The transfer of a halogen atom within a X-bonded complex shows
strong parallels with proton transfer in the analogous H-bonded systems. In either case, the potential contains a single symmetric well for
short H or X-bond length, which transitions to a double well for longer
distance. As the latter continues to grow, the barrier climbs quickly,
increasing by approximately 3 kcal/mol for each 0.1 Å elongation. The
point at which this transition from single to double well potential occurs is roughly proportional to the radius of the transferring atom:
H < < Cl < Br < I. Transfer between O atoms requires surmounting
a higher barrier than internitrogen transfer at a given XB length, and
the transfer between C atoms is lowest of all. In terms of an asymmetric
system, the halogen atom prefers association with N over O. A second
minimum corresponding to (H3N…XOH2)+ occurs only for long R
(N..O), and this second minimum remains much higher in energy than
the preferred (H3NX…OH2)+ conﬁguration.
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Appendix A. Supplementary material
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
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